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EFFICACY OF PRE-OPERATIVE COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCANS ON 
CLINICAL MANAGEMENT AND TEMPORAL BONE SURGERY IN CASES OF 
CHRONIC OTITIS MEDIA 
ZAID JUMAILY 
ABSTRACT 
 The purpose of this study is to evaluate the past and recent literature in order to 
determine the role of pre-operative CT scans in chronic otitis media. We aim to find 
consensus on the diagnostic ability of CT imaging in various anatomical parts of the 
middle ear and mastoid, and how this knowledge can affect clinical and surgical 
management. In context of all literature, there has been mixed results when looking at the 
sensitivity and specificity of middle ear structures. There was favorable consensus for 
CT’s diagnosis of erosion of the malleus-incus complex, lateral semicircular canal, the 
facial nerve canal, and presence of soft tissue in the middle ear cavity. There were mixed 
results with respect to the erosion of tegmen tympani, and sigmoid sinus. Lastly, there 
was an unfavorable consensus when looking at the erosion of the stapes, oval window, 
and round window. Various studies conclude that the information gained from CT 
regarding the condition of the mastoid and middle ear can influence both the type of 
surgical method used and the success rate by reducing the risk of complications and 
recurrence of disease. In many studies, the methodology and interpretation of the CT 
scans are not very well presented. This unfortunately disallows meta-analysis between 
studies as the number of uncontrolled variables is too large. In the future, we hope that 
more information is provided as to the method of interpretation as well as the type of CT 
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scanner and dosage. This will allow for a more meaningful result when comparing 
sensitivities and specificities towards middle ear pathologies, and it will allow for better 
examination of image quality and usefulness in context of the risk of radiation. Many 
otologists make routine use pre-operative CT scans in cases of chronic otitis media while 
others are more selective. In order to reach a consensus, however, more research focused 
on specific the decision-making process of physicians. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 The use of CT scans is currently widespread throughout the many different fields 
of medicine. It has revolutionized the way that healthcare providers administer therapy 
and it has vastly improved the diagnostic ability of physicians. With the advent of HRCT, 
the ability to learn about hard-to-reach and complex tissue without invasive techniques 
such as surgery has been highly successful. However, there are limitations to the 
technology and it is important to understand these limitations in different contexts to 
maximize the efficacy of clinical management. 
In otology, CT scans have been adopted in a variety of applications. For example, 
they are commonly used for planning endoscope sinus surgery (Mason et al., 1998). In 
this particular case, the value of the CT scan images is in determining anatomical 
variations as well as highlighting the structures that may be at risk during surgery (Mason 
et al., 1998). CT imaging can also be used to assess tumors, inflammation, and trauma to 
different parts of the head such as the skull base (Mason et al., 1998). Multi-slice helical 
CT scans are widely used in temporal bone disease for its diagnostic ability as well as 
surgical planning and postoperative follow-up (Erovic et al., 2014). However, CT 
imaging’s role in certain ear diseases such as uncomplicated COM remains under 
question. The following is an introduction on the anatomy and pathology to set the stage 
for this discussion. 
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Anatomy of the ear 
 There are many important radiological landmarks associated with the temporal 
bone. An imaging review of the temporal bone conducted by Juliano et al. (2013) details 
a lot of the important structures and associated pathologies that can be investigated 
through CT imaging. The anatomy of the ear can be divided into three parts: the external 
ear, middle ear and mastoid, and the inner ear. The external ear consists of auricle (the 
external tissue also known as the pinna), and the EAC which extends to the tympanic 
membrane. The inner ear constitutes of the cochlea, semicircular canals, and the vestibule 
(often referred to as the osseous labyrinth). Finally, the middle ear includes the ossicular 
chain, the Eustachian tube, the tympanic membrane/cavity, and mastoid. These structures 
are visualized in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Overview diagram of the ear. This illustration represents the outer ear (pinna, external auditory canal, and 
outer portion of the tympanic cavity known as the ear drum), the middle ear (malleus, incus, stapes, and Eustachian 
tube) and the inner ear (cochlea, semicircular canals, and the vestibule). Adapted from Chittka and Brockmann, 2005. 
The ossicles that make up the ossicular chain are the malleus, incus, and stapes 
and they all reside in the tympanic cavity. The malleus is attached to the tympanic 
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membrane which faces the EAC and the stapes is attached to the oval window which 
connects to the cochlea of the inner ear. Malleus, incus, and stapes are derived from the 
Latin words for the shapes that they resemble; hammer, anvil, and stirrup respectively. 
The middle ear is bound by the tegmen tympani superiorly and the jugular wall inferiorly 
(Juliano et al., 2013).  
CT imaging has been established as the standard technique for depicting the 
temporal bone (Mafee, 1993). Radiological images of the middle ear are usually taken in 
thin (less than 2 mm) sequential coronal, axial, or sagittal slices. These slices together 
illustrate the minute details of the middle ear and can serve as a very powerful diagnostic 
tool. As shown in Figures 2-4, key anatomic features of the middle ear such as the 
ossicular chain as well as important surrounding structures are represented in both the 
axial and coronal CT scans. In axial CT images, the ossicular chain has a distinct ‘ice-
cream cone’ shape created by the malleus’ head and incus’ body, demonstrated in Figure 
4 (Juliano et al., 2013). The tympanic portion of the facial nerve can also be shown in CT 
by finding the bony canal that protects the nerve (Yu et al., 2011). The canal is often 
pictured in both axial (parallel) and coronal (perpendicular) images shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 2: Non-pathological axial CT scan of the middle ear. This axial CT scan illustrates the features of the middle 
and inner ear as well as surrounding structures. 1, stapes; 2, incus; 3, malleus; 4, tensor tympani; 5, carotid canal; 6, 
apical turn of the cochlea; 7, middle turn of the cochlea; 9, interscalar septum; 10, round window niche; 11, vestibular 
aqueduct; 12, sinus tympani; 13, stapedius; 14, pyramidal eminence; 15, mastoid portion of the facial nerve; 16, facial 
recess. Adapted from Juliano et al, 2013. 
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Figure 3: Non-pathological coronal CT scan of the middle ear. This coronal CT scan illustrates the features of the 
middle and inner ear as well as surrounding structures. 1, mastoid air cells; 2, tegmen mastoideum; 3, tegmen tympani; 
4, IAC; 5, vestibule; 6, hypotympanum; 7, mesotympanum; 8, epitympanum; 9, cochlear promontory; 10, tympanic 
membrane; 11, scutum; 12, Prussak space; 13, malleus; 14, stapes; 15, superior semicircular canal; 16, tympanic 
segment of the facial nerve; 17, oval window; 18, crista falciaformis; 19, EAC. Adapted from Juliano et al, 2013. 
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Figure 4: Axial CT of ossicular chain and surrounding structures. This figure shows an axial CT image of the 
middle ear and clearly demonstrates the ice-cream cone appearance of the ossicular chain (circled in red). 1, mastoid air 
cells; 2, incus; 3, incudomalleal joint; 4, malleus; 5, epitympanum; 6, basal turn of the cochlea; 7, middle turn of the 
cochlea; 8, otic capscule; 9, IAC; 10, modiolus; 11, vestibule. Adapted from Juliano et al, 2013. 
 
 
Figure 5: Axial and coronal CT of facial nerve. This figure shows (a) axial and (b) coronal CT scans of the temporal 
bone. The bony canal of the facial nerve (indicated by the arrow) runs parallel in the axial image and perpendicular in 
the coronal image. 
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Pathology: Chronic otitis media and cholesteatoma 
Juliano et al. (2013) describe several inflammatory and neoplastic diseases of the 
ear and their manifestation in CT scans; of specific focus to this thesis is chronic media 
otitis, or the chronic inflammation of the middle ear. COM is defined by Lustig et al. 
(2013) as an ear with a TM perforation in the presence of chronic ear infections. COM 
can be categorized as either active (with active inflammatory discharge) or inactive (no 
discharge) (Tsilis et al., 2013). A further categorization of active COM depends on the 
type of discharge; serous or suppurative (pus-producing, termed CSOM) (Lustig et al., 
2013). The most common symptoms associated with COM are otorrhea and hearing loss 
(Browning et al., 1988). The type of discharge in otorrhea may indicate the severity of the 
inflammation; mild cases may have profuse and mucous-like discharge while more 
severe cases will have smaller amounts of discharge that is purulent and odorous (Tsilis 
et al., 2013).  Mild hearing loss is often attributed to TM perforation, but severe and 
permanent hearing loss can be due to ossicular erosion. A case study by Osma et al. 
(2000) looking at a total of 93 ears was conducted to learn more about the complications 
of COM. Table 1 lists the different symptoms and their frequency found within this 
study. 
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Table 1: Symptoms found in COM complications.  These symptoms were found in cases of COM with 
complications. The sample size is 93 and was determined via clinical records of patients admitted to the Department of 
Otolaryngology at the University of Dicle, Turkey. It is notable that otorrhea was found in each case while reduced 
hearing was only present in approximately 60% of the cases. Adapted from Osma et al., 2000. 
 
Epidemiologic studies indicate that the major pathway by which COM develops is 
Eustachain tube dysfunction (Tos, 1998). The ET has three major functions: pressure 
regulation, protection of the middle ear, and drainage (Seibert & Danner, 2006). 
Weakened efficacy of the protective and drainage functions of the ET can facilitate 
infections in the middle ear (Jung & Hanson, 1999). This can be due to mucosal edema, 
cartilaginous pathology, postnasal space masses, and many other reasons (Ramakrishnan 
et al., 2007).  The flora present in otitis media varies; depending on whether the condition 
is acute, chronic, and suppurative (Jung & Hanson, 1999). In CSOM, the main aerobic 
bacteria present are Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus (Yeo et al., 
2007). The major anaerobe found in CSOM is Peptostreptococcus sp (Brook, 1987). The 
presence of both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria accounts for 50% of cases whereas 
aerobes only and anaerobes only are 39% and 11% respectively (Jung & Hanson, 1999).  
A meta-analysis published by Zhang et al (2014) lists several risk factors for 
developing COM (as well as ROM). Of the risk factors studied, the following were 
shown to be associated with COM: genetic predisposition, allergy/atopy, upper 
respiratory tract infections, snoring, passive smoking, social status (low), and history of 
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AOM/ROM. Other risk factors such as gender (male), breast-feeding (lack of), rhinitis, 
sinusitis, Down syndrome, cleft palate, and others have also been shown to be associated 
with COM (Tsilis et al., 2013). Many of these risk factors, such as allergy and upper 
respiratory tract infections, are also contributors to the development of ETD (Seibert & 
Danner, 2006). The ET normally facilitates the exchange of gases between the middle ear 
and the nasopharynx as well as allowing for the drainage of fluid from the middle ear to 
the nasopharynx (Jung & Hanson, 1999). Reduced ET function can lead to negative 
pressure in the middle ear cavity, although a study by Sadé (1994) suggests that blockage 
of the nasopharynx, tumor or otherwise, does not directly cause this (Seibert & Danner, 
2006). This negative pressure can cause retraction pockets in the pars flaccida and pars 
tensa of the TM as illustrated in Figure 6 (Seibert & Danner, 2006). 
 
Figure 6: Common sites of retraction in the tympanic membrane. This diagram illustrates the location of major 
sites of retraction in the tympanic membrane. The pars flaccida is the most common site of cholesteatoma, a sequelae 
of COM. Adapted from Seibert & Danner, 2006. 
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The notable sequelae of COM include effusion, cholesterol granuloma, 
cholesteatoma, and granulation tissue (Juliano et al., 2013). Accumulation of granulation 
tissue is reported to have appeared in 97% of COM cases (Maroldi et al., 2001). 
Complications of COM can be classified based on their location; intracranial or 
extracranial. The major intracranial complications include meningitis and brain abscess 
while the major extracranial complication is mastoid abscess (Osma et al., 2000). Tables 
2 and 3 list the complications found by Osma et al. (2000) and their relative frequencies. 
One particular sequel, cholesteatoma, is heavily associated with intracranial 
complications (Sun & Sun, 2013). 
Table 2: Intracranial complications found in COM patients.  From a study of 93 complicated COM cases, 57 
patients presented with intracranial complications. Meningitis was the most common complication, with a mortality 
rate of 29.3 % (other studies reported between 8% and 36 %). Brain abscess is the most dangerous complication, with a 
mortality rate of 20% (2 deaths in this study, but other studies reported between 3.8% and 50%). Adapted from Osma et 
al., 2000. 
 
Table 3: Extracranial complications found in COM patients.  From a study of 93 complicated COM cases, 39 
patients presented with extracranial complications. The leading extracranial complication is mastoid abscess followed 
by facial nerve paralysis. Adapted from Osma et al., 2000. 
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Cholesteatoma is defined as an (mostly acquired) accumulation of desquamated 
keratin epithelium in the middle ear cavity or mastoid (Juliano et al., 2013). 
Histologically, cholesteatomas have the appearance of a benign keratinizing squamous 
cell cyst and is made up of three components: matrix, perimatrix, and cystic content. 
(Ferlito, 1993). Approximately 80% of acquired cholesteatomas arise in the pars flaccida 
of the TM and center around the Prussak space. The remaining cases of acquired 
cholesteatomas arise in the pars tensa of the TM and center around the sinus tympani or 
facial recess (Juliano et al., 2013). Cholesteatoma can cause the erosion of bony tissue 
such as the ossicular chain, scutum, mastoid bone, tegmen tympani, and others (Juliano et 
al., 2013). Cholesteatoma is also a major cause of the intracranial complications 
mentioned in Table 2 and has a very strong association with brain abscess (Sun & Sun, 
2013). The studies by Sun & Sun (2013) and Osma et al. (2000) report cholesteatoma 
present in 76.4% and 78.5% of cases of COM with complications, respectively.  
Diagnosis and Management of COM 
Diagnosis of COM is dependent on medical history, otoscopy, and imaging (Tsilis 
et al., 2013). As mentioned previously, history of symptoms mentioned in Table 1 such as 
otorrhea and hearing loss can be indicative of COM. In addition, history of prolonged 
otorrhea (several months) can help physicians distinguish between AOM and COM. 
Tsilis et al. (2013) also recommend that otomicroscopy should always be used along with 
microsuctioning to allow for maximum visibility. Important things to note include the 
condition of the TM (for perforations and retractions) as well as any visible COM 
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sequelae mentioned earlier. Imaging (CT and MR) can also be helpful in determining the 
status of the middle ear, and will be discussed in detail in the following section. 
The primary goal of ear disease management is to achieve a dry ear, improve 
hearing if impaired, reduce risk of complications from manifesting, and prevent 
recurrence (Tsilis et al., 2013). While an optimal management strategy is undetermined, it 
generally involves the use of aural hygiene, antibiotics, and/or surgical intervention 
(Lustig et al., 2013). The main methodology behind aural hygiene is ear cleansing (also 
termed aural toilet), which consists of removing debris from the ear by various methods 
such as flushing or suctioning (Acuin, 2007). Outside of surgery, topical and systemic use 
of antibiotics is the major form of medical treatment to COM (and more specifically, 
CSOM) (Hannley et al., 2000). According to the World Health Organization (2004), the 
advent of antibiotics in the mid-20th century has reduced the mortality rate due to CSOM 
complication by about 10 times (Causes of CSOM-related deaths, para. 1). There are a 
variety of factors and considerations to take into account before deciding on a therapy of 
antibiotics. Among these factors are spectrum of activity, ototoxicity, acidity, cost, and 
other health-related considerations (Hannley et al., 2000). For otherwise healthy patients, 
Hannley et al. (2000) suggest that initial CSOM treatment should include ototopical 
drops (often fluoroquinolones) and cleaning of the ear canal.  Figure 7 demonstrates an 
algorithm for the management of COM in children, which includes diagnosis as well as 
medical and surgical intervention.  
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Figure 7: A treatment algorithm for COM in children. This diagram illustrates the decision-making of physicians 
when managing COM in children. Antibiotic drops and aural toilet are the first line of defense against COM with 
otorrhea (active COM or CSOM). Surgery is indicated only in cases of complications and sequelae such as 
cholesteatoma. Adapted from Tsilis et al. (2013). 
The main types of surgical interventions in the middle ear with COM are 
tympanoplasty and mastoidectomy. Tympanoplasty is a procedure that is designed to 
restore the hearing ability by reproducing an intact tympanic membrane and normal 
ossicular chain by ossicular reconstruction (Merchant et al., 2003). Mastoidectomy is 
often coupled with tympanoplasty and is used to remove the mastoid air cells while 
keeping other surrounding structures such as tegmen tympani, sigmoid sinus, and ossicles 
intact (Lustig et al., 2013). Mastoidectomy is generally indicated in cases where access to 
the middle ear is required to remove underlying disease (Vrabec et al. (2003). In cases 
with cholesteatoma, mastoidectomy is used to allow or increase the aeration of the 
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mastoid region (Lustig et al., 2013). Mastoidectomy can also be subdivided into several 
types; most common to COM are CWU and CWD (Merchant et al., 2003). CWU (also 
known as intact canal wall) mastoidectomy is used to remove the mastoid air cells while 
keeping the canal wall (EAC) intact (Lustig et al., 2013). This increases the middle ear 
space volume due to the removal of the bony partitions in between the air cells, which is 
thought to help reduce pressure fluctuations in the middle ear (Whittemore et al., 1998; 
Merchant et al., 2003). CWU procedures are also appealing because of cosmetic and 
other functional reasons (Vrabec et al., 2003). CWD mastoidectomy facilitates the 
removal of the posterior portion of the canal, which functionally promotes aeration of the 
mastoid as well as facilitates easier monitoring of the ear’s condition (Lustig et al., 2013). 
These procedures remove the mastoid air-cells without replacing their function. CWU is 
considered to be the more conservative of the two types and is used in limited disease 
conditions (Lustig et al., 2013). Ossicular reconstruction is sometimes necessary and 
performed either alongside the tympanomastoidectomy, or in cases where CWU 
mastoidectomy was used with a planned follow-up, performed during the second 
procedure (Merchant et al., 2003).  
CT imaging of COM 
CT imaging is the standard and preferred method for middle-ear pathologies for 
its ability to distinguish both soft and bony tissue (Juliano et al., 2013). Pathologies in the 
middle ear cleft such as cholesteatoma or effusion can be demonstrated in CT scans as 
opacity (Watts et al., 2000). Erosion of surrounding bony tissue (such as the ossicles, 
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scutum, or tegmen tympani) can be demonstrated in CT imaging as well (Juliano et al., 
2013; Phillips et al., 2012). Figure 8 and 9 are CT scans of cholesteatomatous patients 
with erosion of the incus and the scutum, respectively. Watts et al. (2000) published a 
methodology for systematic interpretation of pathology in CT scans of the temporal bone. 
One step consists of examining the middle ear cleft for opacity which is indicative to the 
presence of pathology such as cholesteatoma. This can be easily demonstrated by 
comparing Figure 8 with Figure 2 or 3. However, the opacity that represents the presence 
of soft-tissue does not distinguish between various other inflammatory conditions (Philips 
et al., 2012). For example, a review by Ferlito (1993) noted that clinicians and 
pathologists often mistake cholesteatoma for cholesterol granuloma. The soft tissue 
appearance of CT does is not distinguishable between the two conditions, and the use of 
MR imaging is required (Ferlito, 1993).  
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Figure 8: Axial CT scan of cholesteatomatous ear. This axial CT image of the temporal bone illustrates the presence 
of soft-tissue in the middle ear cleft (shown as gray opacity) as well as ossicular erosion that follows from 
cholesteatoma. Adapted from Philips et al. (2012). 
 
Figure 9: Coronal CT scan of cholesteatomatous ear. This figure demonstrates the soft tissue in the Prussak space 
often associated with pars flaccida cholesteatoma (shown as gray opacity). Furthermore, erosion of the scutum can be 
distinguished by the blunted appearance. Adapted from Philips et al. (2012). 
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CT scans can also be used to evaluate surgical access and hazards before operating 
(Watts et al., 2000). Erosion of the facial nerve canal can lead to dehiscence and the 
nerve can become exposed. An example of dehiscence of the facial nerve canal as it 
appears in CT is illustrated in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10: Dehiscence of the lateral wall of the facial nerve canal. This is an axial CT scan of the temporal bone 
illustrating dehiscence of the lateral wall of the tympanic region of the facial nerve canal (hollowed arrows). Adapted 
from Yu et al. (2011). 
The use of CT scans can be justified if it affects clinical management and/or 
decision-making of physicians (Watts et al., 2000). There is a wide variety of literature 
that question the usefulness of routine CT imaging in cases of COM (Watts et al., 2000).  
When considering the efficacy of CT imaging, there are several factors to consider: cost, 
radiation dosage, diagnostic power, predictive power, sensitivity and specificity, and 
when should it be used. This study aims to better understand the role of CT scans in pre-
operative workup of COM.  
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Specific Aims 
While there are many studies that address the use of CT scans in preoperative 
work-up of COM, there is no consensus on whether it should be used routinely or only in 
specific cases. Guidelines in cholesteatoma management, for example, indicate that CT 
scans should be used to confirm diagnosis. However, other COM sequelae that result in 
soft tissue in the middle ear cavity cannot be reliably differentiated using CT. 
Furthermore, if the information gained by imaging does not influence the decision-
making of the physician, then the use of CT is not necessary in that case. In this study, we 
look to do the following: 
1) Evaluate past and recent literature that discusses the use of preoperative CT in 
cases of COM. 
2) Examine and summarize the ability and limitations of CT scanning as well as 
review its role in middle ear and mastoid surgery. 
3) Create a directed research plan that can ultimately provide greater insight on 
the use of CT imaging in guiding management of COM. 
By doing this, we hope to find a clearer picture of the current role of CT in cases of COM 
as well as provide an outlook on the future and determine what steps need to be taken in 
order to maximize the efficiency of CT scans. 
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PUBLISHED STUDIES 
In this review, a library of literature was selected by first searching MEDLINE via 
PubMed for articles that contain keywords such as “CT”, “COM” and their variants. 
From the results, articles were screened to determine their relevance and included into 
their respective category. The first section will review recent literature that examines the 
diagnostic ability of CT imaging in the middle ear. Specifically, we will be looking at 
studies that compare pre-operative CT scan findings with surgical findings in order to 
determine if there is a consensus regarding CT’s sensitivity and specificity towards 
different middle ear structures. 
CT scan’s diagnostic ability 
 CT images in various slices (axial, coronal, or sagittal) can view many middle ear 
and surrounding structures. However, the value of CT depends on whether imaging can 
alter the decision-making of the physician. If the pathological findings between CT scans 
and surgery are not correlated, then the use of pre-operative CT diminishes. The main 
method of evaluating the diagnostic ability of CT scans is by determining the 
sensitivity and specificity for each associated abnormality. The gold standard in 
these studies is most commonly the intra-operative surgical findings. Other valuable 
parameters include the positive and negative predictive values (the percentage of 
positive and negative values that is a true positive and negative, respectively). Some 
but not all studies employ statistical analysis to determine the agreement rate 
between CT and the gold standard, including the AC1 coefficient. CT imaging’s ability 
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to determine bony erosion (such as that of the ossicles, tegmen, facial nerve canal, 
etc.) is of great importance and we will first evaluate its ability to detect abnormality 
in the middle ear ossicles. 
In a study by Vlastarakos et al. (2011), pre-operative temporal bone CT scans of  
50 patients were taken as well as a corresponding questionnaire filled by the surgeon 
immediately to report intra-operative findings (and be used as the gold standard). Tables 
4 and 5 summarize the result of the study. The findings show that the CT scan is 
unreliable when assessing the scutum, attic area, oval window, and round window. 
However, there was a slightly higher agreement in the attic area and round window in 
normal cases (AC1 = 0.37 and AC1 = 0.54, respectively). The reason provided by 
Vlastarakos et al. (2011) as to why the sensitivity of the scan toward round window 
pathology was 0% was because of the CT scan’s inability to distinguish an obliterated 
round window niche. Fair to moderate agreement between CT scan and intraoperative 
findings were found when evaluating the maleus-incus complex and tympanic cavity. 
Lastly, strong agreement was found when evaluating the mastoid-air cells, LSCC, tegmen 
tympani, and sigmoid sinus. 
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Table 4: Vlastarakos et al.: Agreement between CT scan and gold standard. This table contains the summarized 
data of the study by Vlastarakos et al. (2011). Agreement in this table is between the pre-operative CT scan diagnosis 
and the intra-operative findings in the survey. N represents the number of cases (total sample size is 50), n represents 
normal structure, and ab represents abnormal structure. Adapted from Vlastarakos et al. (2011). 
 
Table 5: Vlastarakos et al.: Sensitivity and specificity of CT scans in middle ear structures. The sensitivity and 
specificity of the CT scans in regards to several structures of the middle ear are calculated and tabulated. The AC1-
coefficient statistic was used to determine the level of agreement. Values under 0.3 indicate poor agreement, 0.3 to 0.5 
indicate fair agreement, 0.6 to 0.8 indicate moderately strong agreement, and values over 0.8 indicate very strong 
agreement. The values labeled ‘a’ and ‘b’ are statistically insignificant as there are only 3 cases each. AC1 n denotes 
normal cases where AC1 ab denotes abnormal. Adapted from Vlastarakos et al. (2011). 
 
Several points were raised throughout the discussion. Previous studies that test the 
diagnostic power of CT scans drew different conclusions for various structural 
pathologies, such as LSCC fistulization and tegmen tympani erosion. One such study 
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conducted in 1984 by Jackler et al. concluded that CT scans were not reliable in detecting 
these pathologies. However, this was attributed by Vlastarakos et al. (2011) to the use of 
older generation CT scans that do not have the diagnostic power of current technology. 
Due to the continuing advances of CT technology (such as HRCT), radiologists and 
otologists can now distinguish features of the middle ear with detail that was not possible 
before. Despite these improvements, this study by Vlastarakos et al. (2011) found that 
only four of the ten structures studied had a strong agreement between CT scans and 
intraoperative findings. The authors suggest that surgeons should be aware of these 
limitations and should not base surgical management solely on the information provided 
by CT scans for weakly correlated structures. 
Another study by Tatlipinar et al. (2012) examines the diagnostic ability of CT 
scans with respect to several middle ear pathologies and a summary of the results is 
shown in Table 6.  In this study, the ossicular pathology was divided into three 
categories: intactness of ossicular chain, incus necrosis, and presence of maleus. This 
study reports that the status of the ossicular chain was correctly reported in approximately 
85% of cases. Other authors such as Mafee et al. (1988) correctly reported the status of 
the ossicular chain 89% of cases. Presence of maleus and incus necrosis were correctly 
detected by CT in 94% and 86.7% of cases, respectively. However, there were 7, 3, and 6 
cases of incorrect findings of intactness, presence of maleus, and incus necrosis by the 
CT scans, respectively.  
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Table 6: Tatlipinar et al.: Sensitivity and specificity of CT scan in middle ear pathologies. This table summarizes 
the findings by Tatlipinar et al. (2012). True positives and negatives as well as false positives and negatives were 
determined by comparing CT scan and intraoperative findings, and several parameters were calculated. Legend: n, 
number of patients; S, Sensitivity; Sp, Specificity; PPV, Positive Predictive Value; NPV, Negative Predictive Value; 
Ag, Agreement; C, Cholesteatoma; FCD, Facial Canal Dehiscence; IOC, Intactness of Ossicular Chain; M, Presence of 
Maleus; IN, Incus Necrosis; G, Granulation; LSCE, Lateral Semicircular Canal Erosion; EECD, External Ear Canal 
Defect; AB, Attic blockage; TE, Tegmen Erosion. Adapted from Tatlipinar et al. (2012). 
 
Tatlipinar et al. (2012) also reported that several important structures with respect 
to surgical planning are also unreliably viewed in CT. Dehiscence of the facial canal 
could not be reliably demonstrated by CT, and there were no cases (of four total) where it 
was correctly identified despite an 89% agreement between CT and intraoperative 
findings. Previous studies reported CT sensitivities for FCD such as 25% (Freng et al., 
1988), 44% (O'Rielly et al., 1991), and 100% (O'Donoghue et al., 1987). The reported 
value by O’Donoghue et al. (1987) included six cases of false positives. Alternatively, Yu 
et al. (2011) published a retrospective study that aimed at the ability of CT scans to detect 
dehiscence of the canal in the tympanic region. The results were favorable to CT scans as 
the study showed a sensitivity and specificity of 89.5% and 86.8% respectively. There 
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were five false positives and four false negatives, and the authors concluded that while 
high-resolution CT provides good correlation as to the status of the facial nerve canal, 
surgeons should still be cautious. 
Table 7: Yu et al.: Facial nerve dehiscence comparison between CT and surgical findings. This table summarizes 
the CT and surgical findings by Yu et al. (2011) of their retrospective study of 76 ears. From the data in the table, the 
sensitivity of CT was calculated to be 89.5% and the specificity was 86.8%. The PPV is 87.2% and the NPV is 89.1%. 
Adapted from Yu et al. (2011). 
  
Tatlipinar et al. (2012) also reported a low sensitivity for tegmen erosion (50%, 
2/4 cases were detected, and three false positives). Jackler et al. (1984) reported a 100% 
sensitivity (4/4 cases) but with eight false positives. Mafee et al. (1988) and O'Reilly et 
al. (1991) reported 50% (3/6 cases) and 46% (5/11 cases) sensitivities and 0 and 6 false 
positives, respectively. The authors were also not able to use CT scans to detect erosion 
of the LSCC (0/3 cases), and two cases of reported erosion were shown to be normal 
intra-operatively. Soft tissue in the mastoid and middle ear were shown with a 100% 
sensitivity (all cases were detected by CT). However, Tatlipinar et al. (2012) could not 
distinguish cholesteatoma between other types of soft tissue disease in the middle ear. 
The presence of cholesteateatoma had a 68% agreement between CT scans and 
intraoperative findings, while the presence granulation tissue had an agreement of 62%. 
Furthermore, the presence of both soft tissue and erosion of bone in the CT scan has been 
reported by Jackler et al. (1988) and O'Donoghue et al. (1987) to be correlated with a 
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higher incidence (80%) of cholesteatoma. However, the study by Tatlipinar et al. (2012) 
finds that this rate is closer to 60%, and it only approaches the previously reported value 
when the epitympanum is involved (83%).   
 Payal et al. (2012) conducted a prospective study to determine CT imaging’s 
ability to identify the extent of the underlying pathology and influence surgical 
management. The authors compared their results to previous comparative studies 
mentioned previously such as O’Donoghue et al. (1987), O’Reilly et al. (1991), Jackler et 
al. (1984), and Mafee et al. (1988). Erosion of the tegmen tympani was not found to be 
correlated between CT and surgical findings in this study; two potential reasons provided 
by the authors were due to the low number of cases with eroded tegmen as well as the 
effect of partial volume averaging in CT scans with nearby soft tissue. In regards to 
erosion of the sinus plate, Payal et al. (2012) demonstrate a high specificity and NPV but 
a low sensitivity and PPV. Sensitivity to dehiscence of the facial nerve canal was low and 
specificity was high (40% and 95% respectively), the authors invoke partial volume 
averaging of CT as a possible reason for this as well. The status of the ossicular chain in 
this study was also divided into three categories: erosion of malleus, incus, and stapes. 
CT depicted the state of the malleus with great accuracy (sensitivity and specificity were 
90.9% and 89.47% respectively, with a PPV of 83.33%). However, incus and stapes 
erosion was not depicted very well. Overall, the authors concluded that the status of the 
ossicular chain could not be determined as important landmarks such as the long process 
of the incus and stapes suprastructure could not be identified. CT imaging’s ability to 
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determine the presence of soft tissue as well as disease outside the middle ear according 
to Payal et al. (2012) was consistent with other studies (very reliable).  
Table 8: Payal et al.: Correlation between CT and surgical findings of middle ear structure in unsafe CSOM. 
This table summarizes the CT and surgical findings by Payal et al. (2012) of their two-year prospective study totaling 
60 adult cases of CSOM. Adapted from Payal et al. (2012). 
 
One recent study did find success in determining the presence of cholesteatoma 
using CT. Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) conducted a comparative study between CT and 
intraoperative findings similar to those discussed above and found very similar results to 
literature (results shown in Table 9). Unlike most literature, however, the authors were 
able to detect cholesteatoma in COM patients with a sensitivity and specificity of 91.9% 
and 94.7% respectively (PPV was 97.1% and NPV was 85.7). They were also able to 
detect the ossicular chain and LSCC with good sensitivity and specificity as well. The 
authors propose that the literature’s consensus on CT’s ability to detect cholesteatoma do 
not consider the stage of the pathology. Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) believe that while 
CT may incorrectly diagnose cholesteatotoma in an early or limited stage, developed 
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cholesteatoma with soft tissue associated bone erosion can be predicted by CT. Still, the 
only way to definitively diagnose cholesteatoma is at time of surgery. 
Table 9: Yildirim-Baylan et al.: Correlation between CT and surgical findings of middle ear pathologies. This 
table summarizes the CT and surgical findings by Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) of their three-year study totaling 56 
patients with COM. Patients with revision surgery as well as other temporal bone abnormalities were excluded. SCC = 
Semicircular canal. Adapted from Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012). 
 
 
In COM with cholesteatoma, the diagnostic power of CT is greatly improved. A study by 
Gomaa et al. (2013) looked at common findings associated with acquired cholesteatoma 
as well as the correlation between CT and operative findings. The latter is summarized in 
Table 10. Their findings are unanimously favorable of CT scans with sensitivities of 
100% for many parameters. There were very few false values: two false negatives when 
looking at incus erosion and eroded facial canal, and two false positives when looking at 
erosion of the tegmen tympani.  
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Table 10: Gomaa et al.: Correlation between CT and surgical findings of middle ear structure in COM with 
cholesteatoma. This table summarizes the CT and surgical findings by Gomaa et al. (2013) of their five-month study 
totaling 56 consecutive patients with cholesteatomatous COM. Adapted from Gomaa et al. (2013). 
 
 There have been many studies that look at correlation between CT and surgical 
findings and they have provided a strong insight into CT’s ability to depict abnormality in 
prominent middle ear structures. A quick-guide summary of the sensitivities and 
specificities of various middle ear structures can be found below in Table 11-13. Not all 
studies provided sensitivities, specificities, PPV, NPV, or statistical analysis. 
Furthermore, the values for diagnosing abnormality in several middle ear structures (such 
as the tegmen tympani) were vastly different between studies. However, the condition of 
the ossicular chain (and specifically, the malleus), erosion of the LSCC, and presence of 
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soft tissue were consistent throughout literature. For most structures of the middle ear, 
there were not many comparative studies between CT and surgical findings. 
 
Table 11: Summary of sensitivity and specificity of CT towards the ossicular chain. This table summarizes the 
findings of several studies regarding CT’s ability in determining the status of the ossicles. All values of sensitivities and 
specificities are given in percentages. Legend: [IOC] indicates the study looked at intactness of the ossicular chain. [M-
I] indicates the study looked at the status of the malleus-incus complex. S = Sensitivity, Sp = Specificity, OC = 
Ossicular Chain, M = Malleus, I = Incus, ST = Stapes. [C] indicates the study looked at cases of COM with 
cholesteatoma. A gray box means the study did not look at that structure. A red box means the study did not report that 
value. 
Authors (Year) 
OC M I ST 
S Sp S Sp S Sp S Sp 
Tatlipinar et al. (2012) 90.3 [IOC] 77.8 [IOC] 97.8 50.0     
Vlastarakos et al. (2012) 62.8 [M-I] 85.7 [M-I] 71.4 93.6     
Payal et al. (2012)   90.0 89.5 65.2 71.4 40.0 26.7 
Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) 82.1 85.7       
Gomaa et al. (2013) [C]   100.0  96.0    
 
Table 12: Sensitivity and specificity of CT towards the LSCC, tegmen tympani, and oval and round window. 
This table summarizes the findings of several studies regarding CT’s ability in determining the status of the LSCC and 
oval window as well as the round window. All values of sensitivities and specificities are given in percentages. Legend: 
S = Sensitivity, Sp = Specificity, LSCCF = LSCC Fistula, LSCCE = LSCC erosion, OW = Oval Window, RW = 
Round Window, TT = Tegmen Tympani. [C] indicates the study looked at cases of COM with cholesteatoma. A gray 
box means the study did not look at that structure. A red box means the study did not report that value. *This study 
looked at whether CT can find dehiscence of the semicircular canal. 
Authors (Year) LSCCF LSCCE OW RW TT 
 S Sp S Sp S Sp S Sp S Sp 
Tatlipinar et al. (2012)   0.0 93.6     50.0 93.5 
Vlastarakos et al. (2012)   0.5 94.9 62.8 85.7 0.0 96.4 0.5 94.9 
Payal et al. (2012) 66.7 83.3       54.5 73.7 
Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012)* 98.1 75         
Gomaa et al. (2013) [C] 100.0        100.0  
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Table 13: Sensitivity and specificity of CT towards the sigmoid sinus, facial nerve canal, soft-tissue presence, and 
attic involvement. This table summarizes the findings of several studies regarding CT’s ability in determining the 
status of the facial nerve canal, sigmoid sinus, the presence of soft tissue in the middle ear cavity, and involvement of 
the attic. All values of sensitivities and specificities are given in percentages. Legend: S = Sensitivity, Sp = Specificity, 
SS = Sigmoid Sinus Plate, FNCD = Facial Nerve Canal Dehiscence, FNCE = Facial Nerve Canal Erosion, STP = 
Presence of Soft Tissue, A = Attic involvement. A [C] indicates the study looked at cases of COM with cholesteatoma. 
A gray box means the study did not look at that structure. A red box means the study did not report that value. An 
asterisk means that the value was not statistically significant.  
Authors (Year) SS FNCD FNCE STP A 
 S Sp S Sp S Sp S Sp S Sp 
Yu et al. (2011)   89.5 86.8       
Tatlipinar et al. (2012)   - 100.0     96.00 48.00 
Vlastarakos et al. (2012) 33* 100.0       48.88 60.00 
Payal et al. (2012) 66.7 92.6 40.0 95.0   89.7 100.0   
Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) 98 66.7 98.1 25       
Gomaa et al. (2013) [C]   100.0  83.3  100.0    
Influence of CT scans on management 
While the previous section provided insight as to what can the CT detect (and to 
what extent), it is important to evaluate whether the provided information influences 
management. Alzoubi et al. (2009) looked at CT’s ability to diagnose cholesteatoma as 
well as look at the involvement of other structures in the middle ear. Unfortunately, 
specific values (specificities, sensitivities, and so on) of middle ear structures were not 
provided in the study. It was determined that CT was not sufficiently powerful to 
differentiate between cholesteatoma and chronic mucosal disease (and was worse in 
patients with history of prior surgery), which is consistent with literature.  CT imaging 
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was accurate in determining tegmen and ossicular chain defects but less so with respect to 
the facial nerve dehiscence. Figure 11 summarizes the results of the comparison between 
CT and surgical findings in this study. Despite its accuracy in determining the status of 
these middle ear structures, Alzoubi et al. (2008) do not endorse routine use of CT before 
mastoid surgery and conclude that it should be reserved for cases of suspected 
complications.  
 
Figure 11: Comparison study of middle ear structure by CT and surgical findings. This figure illustrates the data 
from a retrospective study with a sample size of 50. The tegmen, ossicles and inner ear have large number of true 
positives, indicating a relatively higher sensitivity. Adapted from Alzoubi et al. (2009). 
A retrospective comparative study by Banerjee et al. (2003) focused on whether 
CT findings (summarized in Table 14) influence management. Similar to the literature in 
the previous section, Banerjee et al. (2003) looked at dural height, dural exposure, LSCC 
erosion, ossicle integrity, and dehiscence of the facial nerve. Unfortunately, sensitivities 
and specificity cannot be determined due to true positives and true negatives being 
grouped together. The findings were consistent with previous literature but with the 
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addition of two parameters that were not discussed earlier; dural height and exposure. 
Dural height can provide the surgeon with valuable information regarding the access of 
the attic. In this study, 26 cases showed that CT’s findings of dural height were correlated 
to surgical findings and 13 were not. However, out of the 13, 12 cases were determined to 
have better access to the attic during surgery. Dural exposure, however, had a much 
weaker correlation, with over half of the cases (four) not correlated. Figure 12 illustrates 
an example of a low-lying dura as compared to normal dural height. 
Table 14: Banerjee et al.: CT and operative comparison of Dural height/exposure, LSCC erosion, ossicle 
integrity, and facial nerve dehiscence. This study’s aim was to show CT scanning impact on management, and 
therefore, no specific values for sensitivities or specificities were provided. Adapted from Banerjee et al. (2003). 
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Figure 12: Dural height comparison between two ears. These two CT scans show the difference of dural heights 
between two ears. (b) shows a low-lying a dura (depicted by yellow arrow) when compared to (a), and therefore weaker 
access to the attic. Adapted from Banerjee et al. (2003). 
It is suggested by the authors that the study’s apparent lower specificity is due to surgical 
caution when approaching potential hazards as indicated by CT. In some cases, such as 
non-elevated cholesteatoma matrix of labyrinthine fistula, surgical verification is 
impossible. Furthermore, in the cases of minor facial nerve canal dehiscence, the 
operating surgeon made little effort to verify the CT scan, choosing the side of caution 
and assuming that every canal is exposed when removing the cholesteatomatous debris. 
Banerjee et al. (2003) conclude that CT is a useful aid in management but is not 
indispensable. In conservative cases, the authors stated that medical and social factors 
influenced whether CT was used rather than image findings. Despite this, the principal 
surgeon in this study continues to make routine use of CT imaging. 
A study by Walshe et al. (2002) compared survey results of a 
neuroradialogist and two otolaryngologists for both pre-operative axial CT scans 
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and surgical findings. A summary of the survey and results are provided in Table 15 
and 16 respectively. Of note, Walshe et al. (2002) found that CT underestimated the 
number of pathological ossicular chain by approximately 25%. Other notable 
findings include incorrect diagnosis of eroded sigmoid sinus plate (1 case), scutum 
(1 case), and LSCC fistuala (2 cases). Walshe et al. (2002) also surveyed 25 
otolaryngologists in Ireland and determined that 88% (22/25) request CT scans 
before mastoid surgery. The authors of this study concluded that CT was beneficial 
in determining the anatomy of the middle ear and mastoid. The axial CT scans also 
correctly predicted the extension of disease into the sinus tympani and facial recess. 
Similar to other studies, CT was found to be unable to distinguish between 
cholesteatoma, mucosal disease, and fluid. Walshe et al. (2002) mention some 
possible benefits to using CT in cases of cholesteatomatous COM, however the CT 
scans also provide false positives in these cases. For example, LSCC erosion could be 
sealed by cholesteatoma, and removal would induce vertigo. This can be depicted in 
CT and can be used to refute iatrogenic damage for medico-legal reasons. Overall, 
they conclude that surgical management in the 20 ears studied was not influenced 
by CT scans, and the value of pre-operative CT scans in uncomplicated COM surgery 
remains questionable. This study by Walshe et al (2002) has been criticized in a letter to 
the editor by Flood (2003). Some points of contention include the use of axial CT scans 
alone (without other perspectives) as well as the use of CT to diagnose cholesteatoma, 
which Flood (2003) states is a clinical diagnosis that should be made with an otoscope. 
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The conclusion by Walshe et al. (2002) that imaging did not influence management in 
any of the 20 cases was not supported by any evidence; Walshe et al. (2002) did not 
provide detail as to what surgical operations were used if any or if different approaches 
were considered (Flood, 2003). Another criticism is that the technique was not well 
described, as only one low-resolution unlabeled axial CT image was presented (Flood, 
2003).  
Table 15: Walshe et al.: Survey provided to a neuroradiologist and otolaryngologists. This survey was conducted 
to describe both the axial CT scans as well as the operation and were later compared. Adapted from Walshe et al. 
(2002). 
 
Table 16: Walshe et al.: CT and operative comparison of various middle ear structures and parameters. These 
findings were based on a survey provided to a radiologist and surgeons both based on pre-operative CT as well as intra-
operative surgical findings. Adapted from Walshe et al. (2002). 
 
 A study by Yates et al. (2002) outlines important information regarding CT 
imaging for the surgeon. The radiation dosage of a typical examination (approximately 
25 slices) was calculated to be 0.43 mSv. The rest of the study is tailored towards 
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interpretation of the scans in cases of cholesteatoma, but it sheds some light as to what 
pieces of information are important for the surgeon. Yates et al. (2002) suggest that the 
radiologist should provide the following pieces of information from the CT scans: degree 
of ventilation of middle ear cleft from ET to mastoid tip, status of ossicular chain (and if 
erosion is present), access to the attic by determining the dural height laterally, status of 
the tegmen (and if dehiscent), erosion of the labyrinth (with focus on LSCC), status of the 
facial nerve, and alternate anatomy due to previous surgery. The ability for CT to 
diagnose some of these was discussed in the previous section. Scans are currently 
reserved for cases of complicated COM, congenital abnormalities, and loss of landmarks 
due to previous history of surgery (Yates et al., 2002). If the surgeon is flexible to the 
information provided by the CT, the outcome of the operations can be improved. The 
authors propose four advantages of routine CT: more efficient counseling of the patient 
by the presence of a visual aid, potential to avoid unnecessary surgery, predict ease of 
access and guide surgical approach, and anticipate complications. Asymptomatic 
complications in the middle ear can be determined with the use of CT imaging, and 
although there are inevitable false negatives, Yates et al. (2002) suggest that the surgeon 
should always approach potential hazards with caution (areas such as the LSCC, facial 
nerve, or stapes footplate). Dural height and access to the epitympanum/attic can also 
influence the surgeon’s approach; the use of mastoidectomy (single stage CWD, modified 
radical mastoidectomy) or combined approach tympanoplasty (when two stages are 
required) can be determined by radiological assessment of several factors such as ease of 
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access. In this author’s practice, the use of CT imaging has become routine prior to most 
mastoid surgeries. 
 Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) also find pre-operative CT scans valuable for 
several reasons. Unlike other studies, the authors find that it can reliably diagnose 
cholesteatoma provided that it is not in an early stage. While it is not sufficient for a 
definite diagnosis, it can alter the decision and timing of surgical exploration; evidence of 
bony destruction or polyps can cause a surgeon to expedite surgery. Furthermore, CT can 
provide information regarding the extension of disease such as cholesteatoma where 
otoscopy methods cannot (Stasolla et al., 2011). The high NPV of CT scans toward 
cholesteatoma can also allow physicians to rule out a complication such as cholesteatoma 
(Stasolla et al., 2011). Furthermore, Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) believe that CT scans 
can provide information regarding potential hazards as well as risk factors, 
complications, and shed some light as to what type of surgery is best. Despite the 
financial cost, dosage, and other limitations, Yildirim-Baylan et al. (2012) conclude that 
pre-operative CT scans can influence surgical management. Stasolla et al. (2011) also 
note CT’s ability in helping surgical planning. For example, the type of access available 
can determine what type of mastoidectomy is to be used; CWU mastoidectomy requires 
wide access and an aerated mastoid while CWD mastoidectomy is recommended in 
sclerotic mastoids with poor access (Stasolla et al., 2011). Among other considerations 
already discussed, Stasolla et al. (2011) conclude that CT scans can affect the surgical 
approach due its ability to depict key anatomy of the temporal bone. 
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CT imaging could also have a role in indicating mastoidectomy depending on the 
level of aeration in the mastoid (Vrabec et al., 2003). CT scans can show poorly-aerated 
mastoids which are often associated with infected ears, although it is unknown if this is a 
precursor or a byproduct of disease (Vrabec et al., 2003). Vrabec et al. (2003) write that 
while the choice to include mastoidectomy in the surgical approach of ear disease is 
based on philosophy (since most do not advocate routine pre-operate CT scans), the 
finding of a well-aerated mastoid in pre-operative scans can remove the need for 
mastoidectomy. Some otologists find that initial tympanoplasty without aerating 
mastoidectomy may cause failure in patients with noncholesteatomatous COM (Ruhl et 
al., 1999). In a retrospective study by Ruhl et al. (1999) to determine the efficacy of 
aerating mastoidectomy on revision surgery after failed tympanoplasty, they found that 
the inclusion of mastoidectomy has improved results with very little drawbacks. The 
authors conclude that aerating mastoidectomy can benefit patients with CT scans 
representing aditus block or diseased mastoid and epitympanum while it does not benefit 
patients with CT scans indicating a healthy mastoid (the procedure may disturb the 
mastoid’s role as a pressure buffer). Therefore, there does seem to be a role for CT in 
determining whether mastoidectomy should be included in the surgical approach 
alongside tympanoplasty for chronically diseased ears in revision surgery. 
Despite many authors advocating the use of mastoidectomy alongside 
tympanoplasty in CSOM, a study by Balyan et al. (1997) has shown that it does not yield 
better results than tympanoplasty alone. Coupled with the fact that mastoidectomy 
increases the risk of post-operative complications, it is suggested that the procedure 
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should be reserved for cholesteatomatous COM (Mishiro et al., 2000). Mishiro et al. 
(2000) also conclude that while tympanoplasty in uncomplicated COM (non-
cholesteatomatous COM specifically) is generally safe and reliable, mastoidectomy 
alongside tympanoplasty does not produce better results (graft success rate or hearing 
ability) than tympanoplasty alone. Furthermore, mastoidectomy was found to not be 
helpful in non-cholesteatomatous COM even if otorrhea was present (Mishiro et al., 
2000). A review of literature (spanning 23 articles) looking at the role of mastoidectomy 
in the outcome of tympanoplasty by Eliades and Limb (2013) also found that 
mastoidectomy does not have additional benefit when compared to benefit alone in 
various categories (improved hearing, graft success, etc.). If mastoidectomy is not 
indicated in uncomplicated COM, then CT will not influence the use of mastoidectomy in 
these cases. However, it is possible that more selective use of mastoidectomy based on 
CT findings can provide better results than tympanoplasty alone. 
A note on methodology and dosage 
 The radiation exposure that imaging techniques put toward patients is a common 
concern among many physicians (Yildirim-Baylan et al., 2012). There is a balancing act 
between image quality and radiation dosage, and it often comes to a case-by-case basis. 
The American College of Radiology suggest that imaging should not be used unless it 
provides a clear medical benefit, and they urge physicians to use the lowest level of 
radiation possible while still achieving their desired results. In cases where CT does 
provide a medical benefit, the benefit has to overcome the risk of exposure to radiation. 
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Yates et al. (2002) reported a radiation dose of 0.017 mSv per slice, approximately 0.43 
mSv per 25 slices. By comparison, an average CT scan of the brain exposes the patient to 
2 mSv of radiation (Yates et al. (2002). Table 17 below has a list of common radiation 
levels of CT in different parts of the body.  
Table 17: Radiation of CT in various organs. The table lists some common CT imaging studies and their respective 
radiation. In CT, mGy and mSv are approximately equal since the dose distribution is homogenous. Adapted from 
Brenner and Hall (2007). 
 
In order to reduce the amount of radiation exposure to the population, Brenner 
and Hall (2007) recommend either reducing the individual dose, finding an alternative to 
CT, or simply not requesting as many CT scans. In the case the temporal bone and COM, 
CT is the imaging of choice despite MR imaging’s ability to depict soft tissue accurately. 
We have been unable to find a study that specifically looks at sensitivity and specificity 
of middle ear structure as a function of dosage/image quality. Throughout literature, there 
are slight variations in the settings used when taking CT scans of the temporal bone, 
producing different image qualities. An example of this can be seen by comparing 
Figures 2-4 with Figure 5. The radiation dosage was not reported in the majority of the 
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publications previously discussed, Yates et al. (2002) being the only exception. Some 
authors including Banerjee et al. (2003) and Yates et al. (2002) included the slice 
thickness, voltage, current, number of slices, scan time, size of matrix, type of CT 
machine, and filter. Many others such as Walshe et al. (2002) and Tatlipinar et al. (2012) 
only included the slice thickness (this was the most common inclusion into a study’s 
methodology). Therefore, it is impossible to do a comparative study and determine 
sensitivity and specificity of CT toward middle ear structure as a function of image 
quality and dosage. There are also methods such as cone-beam CT that aim to reduce 
radiation dosage without losing accuracy (Erovic et al., 2014). Another method is the use 
of iterative reconstruction technique to cut radiation by close to a half while maintaining 
image quality (Niu et al., 2012). CT image quality has diminishing returns as power 
increases, so there is a theoretical optimal level where image quality allows for good 
diagnosis without a strong radiation dosage. With this in mind, it is also important to note 
that CT of the temporal bone poses minimal radiation dosage when compared to CT of 
other types of organs. Still, even small amounts of radiation has risk and CT imaging 
should only be used if the benefits outweigh those risks. 
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DISCUSSION 
 The purpose of this study is to evaluate CT’s role in COM and its surgical 
management. Published studies discussed in the previous section shed some light 
regarding what CT can actually depict and to what accuracy. The major role of CT scans 
in the context of COM is to provide more information regarding the condition of middle 
ear structures as well as the extent of disease. In the context of surgery, it is important to 
evaluate access and know what structures are potential hazards. CT scans provide a lot of 
information to the otologist, but that information is only valuable or necessary if it 
influences the actions of the physician or improves the outlook of treatment. 
 The literature reviewed in the earlier section shed some light on what CT can and 
cannot depict. The condition of the ossicles (and more specifically the malleus and incus) 
is generally well depicted by CT scans. Erosion of the stapes is not very well 
demonstrated by CT, especially in the presence of soft tissue. The soft tissue covers the 
stapes due to the partial volume averaging phenomenon present in CT images. However, 
the malleus-incus complex is clearly shown in both axial and coronal and evidence of 
bony erosion can be demonstrated with high sensitivity and specificity. Dehiscence of the 
LSCC was depicted by CT with a very high sensitivity and moderately high specificity, 
but fistula of the LSCC was not depicted with high sensitivity. Two studies concluded 
that CT cannot detect the erosion LSCC in general. As far as the tegmen tympani is 
concerned, two studies found a sensitivity of approximately 50% and one found a 
sensitivity of 0.5%. The specificities provided in the literature were universally high 
allowing physicians to more likely exclude eroded tegmen. There were mixed results 
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when evaluating the sensitivity and specificity toward dehiscence of the facial nerve 
canal, but a study by Yu et al. (2011) dedicated to studying the facial nerve canal found 
favorable results. Overall, there is information to be gained by the CT regarding the 
anatomy and condition of the middle ear and mastoid despite the possibility of false 
positives and negatives. The question remains whether this information alters the decision 
process. 
Most authors agree that CT can detect the presence and extension of soft tissue in 
the middle ear, and there is a consensus that CT cannot distinguish the type of tissue (i.e. 
granulation tissue vs. cholesteatoma). Only one study claims that diagnosis of 
cholesteatoma is possible with CT scans (although it cannot be in an early stage). One 
problem in determining a consensus in the literature is the lack of standardization of what 
to look for in each structure. In one study, the authors looked at intactness of the ossicles, 
while another looked at erosion of the malleus-incus complex. Similar problem applies to 
other structures such as the facial nerve canal and later semicircular canal; some studies 
look at bony erosion alone while others look for fistulae or dehiscence. However despite 
this problem, there is general agreement that CT does provide important information 
about the condition of the middle ear. However, it is important to determine if that 
knowledge influences management and surgery. Certainly, having prior knowledge to 
potential hazards does reduce the risk of complications. Being able to see the extension of 
soft tissue can allow the surgeon to plan accordingly and reduce the risk of recurrent 
disease (such as in the case of cholesteatoma). Assessing the access by examining the 
tegmen tympani and dural height can also alter an otologist surgical method and plan. 
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The surgeon may opt for a CWU or CWD mastoidectomy depending on that information. 
Therefore, it seems always useful to have that information on hand before surgery, 
whether it directly influences management by altering the treatment plan (a tangible 
benefit) or improve the quality of the surgeon’s work. A study that looks at the success 
rates (by measuring rate of complications or disease recurrence) with and without CT is 
not available for medico-legal reasons; therefore, we must rely on the opinion of the 
surgeons when looking at intangible benefits such as being more cautious among 
hazardous zones. When looking at the recent studies, there is an overwhelming majority 
of physicians that routinely make use of pre-operative CT scans. If a patient will 
eventually have to undergo surgery, then a pre-operative CT will be very useful even if 
it’s not very recent (especially for evaluating the ear’s anatomy). In cases where surgery 
isn’t planned, CT scans can either indicate the need of surgery by identifying the 
possibility of cholesteatoma (presence of soft tissue and bony erosion can push the 
surgeon to investigate). The high NPV of CT towards cholesteatoma and soft tissue also 
allows physicians to eliminate it as a possibility or at least consider other options. 
 Looking forward, there does seem to be a need to build concrete evidence in 
support or against routine pre-operative CT in cases of COM. The number of cases in 
most studies is low, usually between 30 and 70. In addition, a meta-analysis is difficult 
due to the non-standardized way of examining CT scans. It would seem to be preferable 
that one group of otologists and radiologist to undertake many cases to avoid introducing 
too many variables. For one, the gold-standard in CT comparative studies is intra-
operative findings which are not completely objective. This is a problem when comparing 
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multiple studies who use different physicians for both interpreting CT scans and 
interpreting intra-operative surgical information. In addition, we must also consider the 
benefit in context of the risks, most important of which is radiation dosage. There are no 
studies in current literature that look at the worsening of sensitivity and specificity of CT 
with decreased dosage. One way of ethically tackling this problem is to look at the 
different dosage of past studies. However, methodology by literature often does not 
include radiation dosage or many of the technical details of the CT scanner. It is 
recommended that this information be included to allow for a meta-analysis that can 
answer this question. The radiation dosage in the middle ear CT images is very low 
compared to other organs, but being able to reduce it even further will make routine CT 
in COM much more favorable. Another factor against routine use of CT scans in COM is 
financial cost. Several authors noted that socioeconomic situation does play a role, 
however small, in whether a CT is used. Unfortunately, there is no quantitative way of 
weighing risk and benefit when it comes to deciding if routine use of CT is warranted. 
The best that can be done is to learn as much about both the benefits and the downsides, 
and physicians then can make a judgment call.  
 In summary, the use CT in the case of COM and before the determination of any 
complications does provide valuable information. CT imaging can provide the physician 
knowledge regarding the extent of complication and can be further used in surgical 
planning. In the end, there are more studies that need to be conducted to realize the full 
extent of both the benefits and drawbacks of routine CT.  
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